Key Words allosterism, drug metabolism, enzyme kinetics, CYP ■ Abstract The cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (CYPs) are the dominant enzyme system responsible for xenobiotic detoxification and drug metabolism. Several CYP isoforms exhibit non-Michaelis-Menten, or "atypical," steady state kinetic patterns. The allosteric kinetics confound prediction of drug metabolism and drug-drug interactions, and they challenge the theoretical paradigms of allosterism. Both homotropic and heterotropic ligand effects are now widely documented. It is becoming apparent that multiple ligands can simultaneously bind within the active sites of individual CYPs, and the kinetic parameters change with ligand occupancy. In fact, the functional effect of any specific ligand as an activator or inhibitor can be substrate dependent. Divergent approaches, including kinetic modeling and X-ray crystallography, are providing new information about how multiple ligand binding yields complex CYP kinetics.
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ATKINS Subsequently, Korzekwa et al. (15, 16) provided thoughtful accounts of the relationship between atypical kinetics observed with CYP3A4 and the possibility that multiple ligands could occupy the active site simultaneously. Today, it is widely accepted that several CYP isoforms, including 3A4, 1A2, 2E1, 2D6, and 2C9, can exhibit nonartefactual atypical kinetics in vitro. Furthermore, it is highly likely that the kinetic behavior is related in some cases to simultaneous binding of multiple ligands to a single active site, as elaborated here. Also, it is notable that experimental evidence for multiple ligand binding to CYP101 (P450cam) was provided by Sligar and coworkers as early as 1994, based on NMR approaches (17) .
In contrast to the widespread acceptance of this behavior in vitro, examples of in vivo kinetics that deviate from Michaelis-Menten kinetics are sparse. Examples include interactions between diclofenac and quinidine in monkeys (18) , carbamezepine and felbamate in humans (19) , and a marginal effect between flurbiprofen and dapsone in humans (20) . Although examples of in vivo allosteric CYP interactions are limited, they are likely to become more widespread as awareness of their possibility increases and with improved analytical methods. Regardless, the apparent universality of allosteric effects across several CYP isoforms and many drugs in vitro (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) demands a mechanistic understanding that could dramatically enhance in vitro predictability of drug-drug interactions. Presumably, this understanding would translate directly into increased predictive power in vivo.
The behavior of CYPs also is extremely important from an academic perspective because it demands significant revision of the paradigms of traditional allosteric enzymes. Nearly all allosteric proteins are multisubunit oligomers (27) (28) (29) . Moreover, allosteric behavior of normal enzymes can be rationalized within their biological niche as a mechanism for achieving metabolic control through highly specific molecular recognition. In contrast, although CYPs may sample several aggregation states (30, 31), they can exhibit non-Michaelis-Menten kinetics under conditions in which they are predominantly monomeric. Although CYP-CYP, CYP-reductase, and CYP-Cyt b 5 interactions may provide an additional mechanism by which allosteric effects occur, they are considered only briefly here.
Also, according to traditional paradigms, allostery requires specificity. However, as detoxification enzymes, CYPs do not utilize specific molecular recognition. Rather, they are extraordinarily substrate diverse. The resulting nonspecific allosterism is also of academic interest because it deviates from well-understood allosterism of substrate-specific enzymes. It is not clear what biological advantage, if any, is gained from the allosterism of CYPs, wherein some toxic substrates are metabolized more efficiently and others less efficiently in the presence of allosteric effectors. Both the mechanism and the biological purpose of CYP allosterism are challenging (32) .
What Are Atypical Kinetics and Why Do They Matter?
At the simplest level, atypical has become synonymous with a wide range of situations wherein nonhyperbolic plots of velocity versus [S] are obtained. Obviously, the accuracy of the in vivo prediction is limited by the accuracy of the model used to extract metabolic velocities from the in vitro data (6, 9).
TYPES OF ALLOSTERIC KINETICS

Homotropic Effects
Allosteric effects may result from homotropic substrate interactions in which the [substrate] versus velocity curve is nonhyperbolic, as summarized previously by others (7, 9, 11, 16) and as schematized in Figure 1 
Heterotropic Effects
Alternatively, heterotropic effects occur when one drug alters the CYP interactions with a second drug, either activating or inhibiting the rate of product formation (33, 34 
Substrate and Effector Dependence
A particularly interesting aspect of CYP allosterism is the context dependence of heterotropic effects. Any individual compound may activate CYP-dependent metabolism of one drug, yet inhibit or have no effect on the metabolism of a second drug cleared by the same CYP isoform. Equally important, a single effector molecule may change from an activator at low concentration to an inhibitor at higher concentration. Thus, the behavior of any effector compound depends on the substrate that is being metabolized, as well as on the concentrations of effector and substrate (35, 36) . For example, testosterone inhibits with different apparent potencies the metabolism of terfenadine and midazolam by CYP3A4. In contrast, testosterone does not inhibit metabolism of nifedipine, but terfandine does. Moreover, testosterone itself is a substrate for CYP3A4, and its metabolism is partially inhibited by nifedipine (35) (36) (37) . Similar nonreciprocal effects have been observed with CYP3A4-dependent interactions between α-napthoflavone (α-NF) and aflatoxin B1. The α-NF activates metabolism of the aflatoxin, but the latter has no effect on the metabolism of aflatoxin B1 (38) . Houston and coworkers have initiated the categorization of various CYP3A4 substrates into subgroups based on kinetic traits and heterotropic effects in which they participate (37) . Clearly, the behavior of any substrate or inhibitor depends on what other compounds are present, and this is a major challenge for describing CYP allosterism. Moreover, the heterotropic effects of any ligand pair are CYP isoform dependent. For example, the highly homologous CYPs 3A4 and 3A5 exhibit different heterotropic interactions for several ligand pairs (39) . At least two molecular mechanisms may contribute to context-dependent ligand effects. The first is ligand-dependent conformational change, wherein the enzyme is sufficiently flexible that each combination of ligands induces a different enzyme conformation with different kinetic properties. This contrasts the case with substrate-specific enzymes in which only a few specific conformations are coupled to a few specific ligands (27, 28) . If a wide range of ligand-dependent conformational space is available to the enzyme, this will promote context-dependent ligand effects (40) .
Based on flash photolysis and CO recombination experiments, it was proposed that slowly equilibrating conformations of a single CYP isoform could differentially interact with ligands (41) (42) (43) . This possibility has been reconsidered based on studies using hydrostatic pressure (44) . Such persistent conformations could cause allosteric kinetics, even in the absence of multiple ligand binding, just as mixtures of isoforms can yield non-Michaeles-Menten kinetics. In contrast, ligand-induced conformational changes, in the absence of nonequilibrating conformational states, cannot cause allosteric kinetics. In the absence of persistent conformations with different properties, ligand-dependent conformational change is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for allosteric kinetics. Multiple ligand binding, however, is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for allosterism. Conformational change provides one mechanism by which multiple ligand binding can yield complex kinetics (40) .
Conformational changes induced by nonactive site ligands may also contribute. For example, Schrag & Wienkers (45) found that addition of Mg 2+ to CYP3A4 incubations with the substrate pyrene resulted in the conversion from positive homotropic kinetics to hyperbolic patterns, and this correlated with a change in 296 ATKINS reioselectivity of heme adduction by phenyldiazene. Similarly, carbonate anion, but not other common buffer salts, altered the O-dealkylation activity of CYP2D6, but not its N-dealkylation activity (46) . Possibly, different oxidative intermediates, either iron-peroxy or iron-oxo [FeO]3+, are differentially populated owing to subtle conformational changes induced by carbonate. CYP3A4 is particularly sensitive to nonactive site ligands and buffer conditions (47, 48) . As noted above, cytochrome b 5 (Cyt b 5 ; 49), possibly apo-Cyt b 5 (50) (51) (52) (53) , or possibly the CYP reductase (54, 55) may also contribute to the conformational landscape of CYPs, and thus provide additional mechanisms of allosterism. In fact, each of these effects may be ligand-and CYP isoform-dependent, as well (56) . For example, Cyt b 5 -CYP4B7 interactions are modulated differently by various CYP ligands.
A second mechanism for context-dependent effector behavior is direct ligandligand interactions. Few proteins allow multiple ligands to bind in a single active site that promotes direct hydrophobic bonds, electrostatic effects, or hydrogen bonds between the ligands. As elaborated further below, X-ray crystal structures of CYPeryF clearly support this possibility for CYPs (57) . Also, a recent computational docking study based on a homology model for CYP3A4 suggests the possibility of hydrogen bonds between the amide groups of two carbamazepine molecules simultaneously bound (58) . When one molecule is bound, it may directly contribute to the binding site for a second ligand, even if no significant protein conformational change takes place. Each ligand can change the active site constraints directly, wherein the second ligand can exploit handles presented by the first ligand. If ligand-ligand interactions are stronger than ligand-protein interactions, they may control orientation of the complex within the active site. Evidence for strong ligand-ligand interactions is limited, but one example is the aromatic stacking of pyrenes simultaneously bound to CYP3A4 (59) . The important point is that direct ligand-ligand contacts might provide a mechanism for context-dependent allosteric effects.
THE PROGRESSION OF KINETIC MODELS
To improve in vitro-in vivo correlations, several steady-state kinetic models have been developed that account for homotropic interactions and the possibilities that (a) identical substrate molecules may have different affinities for free CYP versus [CYP•S], thus yielding two K S values, and (b) the [CYP•S] and [CYP•S•S] complexes may yield product at different rates, thus yielding different V max values for each complex. Similarly, for heterotropic interactions the effector may have different affinities for CYP versus [CYP•S], thus yielding two K I or K A values. It is beyond the scope of this review to summarize all of the possible models that may describe CYP atypical kinetics, but it is instructive to consider a few as a means to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of kinetic modeling in general. For a more comprehensive survey of multisite kinetic models, the reader is referred to other recent reviews (7-10) or to Segel's classic book (60) , which has become a standard reference for those doing CYP research. In this model, the substrate can bind in either of two sites, as indicated by [S•CYP] versus [CYP•S], and these complexes have identical dissociation constants for substrate, K S , and identical k cat values for product formation. The widespread use of the two-site model in Scheme 1 in the CYP literature, or variations of it, reflects the popular belief that at low occupancy, the bound ligand is localized in a discrete binding site, rather than sampling all parts of the active site, i.e., that [CYP•S] and [S•CYP] are two different molecular species that can only interconvert via substrate dissociation and rebinding, but neither is preferred thermodynamically. Regardless, binding of the second substrate leads to a complex [CYP•S•S] with different kinetic properties, αK S and βk cat . Here, α is the effect that the first substrate has on the K S for the second substrate, and β is the effect that the presence of the first substrate has on the k cat for the second. Thus when either α < 1 or β > 1, positive homotropic cooperativity may be apparent and velocity curves will be sigmoidal. Alternatively, if α > 1 the curves may appear biphasic, and if β < 1 substrate inhibition will be evident. The detailed shape of the corresponding velocity versus [S] plot will be determined by K S , k cat , α, and β. Although this model has been extremely useful for conceptualizing homotropic allosteric kinetics for CYPs, it is inherently oversimplified because of the kinetic equivalence of [S•CYP] and [CYP•S], which form with equal apparent affinities 298 ATKINS and generate product at equivalent velocities. Such kinetic symmetry is useful for reducing the complexity of the system, but in the absence of any structural symmetry of the CYP enzymes, it is likely to be an inaccurate depiction of what really occurs at the molecular level. This model is more suitable for normal allosteric enzymes with multiple copies of identical active sites.
A more likely scenario, possibly, is that multiple [CYP•S] complexes are formed, with multiple orientations of S in rapid equilibrium, [S•CYP] and [CYP•S], which form with different affinities and different k cat values associated with them, as in Scheme 2. In this case, the system behaves like a mixture of enzyme-substrate complexes, with the fractional contribution of [S•CYP] versus [CYP•S] determined by K s1 /K s2 , and with the reaction velocity equation shown. Here V max1 = k cat [E T ], V max2 = βk cat [E T ], and [E T ] is the total enzyme concentration, and α, δ, and γ are scaling factors that modulate the K S1 , K S2 , and k cat , respectively. The parameters V max1 and V max2 are virtual parameters that represent the rate of product formation if all of the enzyme could be forced into the [CYP•S] or the [S•CYP] states; however, this cannot actually occur. Note that the number of fitting parameters has increased to eight (K s1 , K s2 , kcat, kcat , α, β, γ , δ). This model was used recently to explore the metabolism of verapamil by CYP3A4 (61) . It was found that formation of several metabolites could be described by Scheme 2, wherein negative cooperativity was associated with β and δ values less than 1 and α and γ values greater than 1.
Scheme 2
Comparison of Schemes 1 and 2 reveals the compromise that must accompany a choice between models. The model in Scheme 1 suffers from potentially unrealistic features, such as the existence on a single unsymmetrical CYP enzyme with physically distinguishable, kinetically indistinguishable, binding sites. The more realistic and general model in Scheme 2 suffers from the possibility of overparameterization if a sufficient number of data points are not included. With two experimental observables (velocity and [S]) and ten fitting parameters, the recovered parameters for the best fit may not represent a unique solution. There are likely to be other combinations of parameters that yield a fit that is very nearly as good based on standard statistical criteria. Although the curve-fitting procedures yield standard errors or standard deviations for each individual parameter, they do not indicate how the overall goodness of fit for the model varies with each parameter. To date, no kinetic models have included a rigorous analysis of the uniqueness of the best fit or the sensitivity of the fit to parameter changes as is routinely performed with complex fluorescence decay data (62) .
For the case of homotropic effects, Shou and coworkers have used a variation of these schemes to provide a detailed survey of several examples of substrate inhibition, including CYP1A2-catalyzed O-deethylation of ethoxyresorufin, CYP2C9dependent hydroxylation of celecoxib, O-demethylation of dextromethorphan by CYP2D6, and other CYP-drug combinations (63) . This analysis provides an extended description of substrate inhibition, which is observed with many combinations of CYPs and substrates.
Heterotropic effects are significantly more problematic to model owing to the additional parameters required to describe the effector interactions with the enzyme in multiple states, in addition to the substrate-enzyme interactions. For example, the simplest general heterotropic model that allows for multiple binding of both substrate and effector is shown in Scheme 3, along with the velocity equation.
Scheme 3
The model in Scheme 3 accounts for multiple substrate binding with homotropic effects, heterotropic binding, and multiple effector (E) binding with homotropic 300 ATKINS effects. Differential affinity of both substrate and effector is caused by the presence of another effector or inhibitor, and differential effects on k cat are allowed. This model, and variations, have been applied to examine context-dependent heterotropic effects (7, 36, 37, 64, 65) .
The steady-state kinetics provide a powerful tool for conceptualizing the possible mechanisms responsible for the variety of atypical kinetics observed, and they accurately predict metabolism rates. The examples described above demonstrate the necessary compromise between a level of complexity adequate to describe the experimental data and the need to use many data points to avoid overparameterization.
How Many Ligands Bind?
Several investigators have suggested that more than two ligands can bind simultaneously with the active site of CYP3A4 (23, 25, 37, (66) (67) (68) . This is based on inhibition studies and site-directed mutagenesis approaches. For example, it was found that a peptide inhibitor of CYP3A4 yields differential K I values with respect to different products from midazolam, which is presumed to bind at two different subsites. The authors propose two separate binding sites for midazolam, a site for testosterone that overlaps one of the midazolam sites and a site for α-NF in the active site of CYP3A4 (68) . Also with CYP3A4, kinetic modeling suggests the presence of three sites wherein diazepam and testosterone each bind to specific sites and both can bind to the third site (66, 69, 70) . Perhaps the strongest support for a third binding site on a single CYP molecule comes from inhibitor studies in which plots of fractional inhibition versus [S] change slope with changing [I]. That is, with increasing inhibitor concentration the slopes of relative velocity versus substrate, for example, become greater (37) . The change in slope indicates a cooperative interaction between inhibitor molecules owing to simultaneous binding of inhibitors. However, the inhibition is not purely competitive, implying that two inhibitors and one substrate can simultaneously bind, [CYP•S•I•I]. Similarly, a scenario diagnostic for two S molecules bound simultaneously with an inhibitor is the persistence of sigmoidal kinetics (positive homotropic) even at saturating concentrations of inhibitor. If the inhibitor shifts the curve to higher [S] without converting it to a hyperbolic curve, then a [CYP•S•S•I] complex is implied. It will be particularly interesting to search for direct evidence of three ligands simultaneously binding within a CYP active site.
STRUCTURAL AND MECHANISTIC ASPECTS
Although the kinetic models can accurately predict rates of product formation, they do not address directly specific mechanistic aspects of multiple ligand binding. This is because K M , k cat , α, β, etc., are nearly impossible to interpret in molecular terms given the complexity of the CYP reaction cycle. For example, there may be no 301 cooperativity or negative cooperativity at the level of ligand binding, per se, and positive cooperitivity on the ligand-dependent spin state shift (69, 70) . It is unclear how these results relate mechanistically to changes in the K s parameter used in kinetic models, as described above.
Several conceptual models that are based on multiple ligand binding to a single active site remain viable. It is possible that there are discrete and static subsites within the large active site, and each subsite has its own personality. Each subsite may have a characteristic affinity for each ligand and hold it in a preferred orientation, which is static on the timescale of oxidative turnover (66, 68, 71, 72) . In this extreme case, multiple ligands bind sequentially to the highest affinity available subsite and then to the lowest affinity site. From their respective binding sites, ligands may alter the metabolism of other ligands by inducing conformational changes, causing minor shifts in the distances between oxidizable sites on the drug and the heme iron-oxo species, or by altering relative uncoupling rates to nonproductive formation of superoxide. Support for discrete static subsites has come, partly, from mutagenesis studies as championed by Halpert and coworkers (69) (70) (71) (72) . For example, midazolam appears to be an example of this type of ligand wherein distinct subsites within the active site are responsible for the formation of the 1 -hydroxy-versus 4-hydroxy-midazolam products. The results with midazolam support the unlikely suitability of Scheme 1 as a model; the different binding subsites for midazolam, if they exist, are proposed to have different V max 's and substrate affinities, and to even generate different products.
Alternatively, the large active site may be fluid and multiple bound ligands may sample several subsites within the large active site, either dynamically or through a static heterogeneity. Evidence for a fluid active site has come mainly from kinetic deuterium isotope effects. Trager and coworkers have provided numerous examples, and appropriate theory, to understand CYP substrates as moving within the active site and presenting several points of oxidation on a single molecule to the [FeO] 3+ intermediate (73) (74) (75) . In effect, they have varied distances between deuterium-and hydrogen-bearing benzylic methyl groups on ring systems of increasing size. The substrate size could be correlated to the extent of masking of the isotope effect (k H /k D ), as expected if smaller substrates rapidly reorient within the active site. In principle, this approach could be used to determine the effect of multiple ligand binding on substrate dynamics. Both homotropic and heterotropic effects should modulate the magnitude of the observed isotope effects if they change the effective size of the active site. In fact, deuterium isotope effects have already been used to observe multiple ligand binding to CYP BM3 (CYP102), wherein deuteration of laurate caused a change in the regioselectivity of hydroxylation of palmitate (76) . This could only occur if both ligands bound simultaneously. As with the kinetic modeling, the mechanism of multiple ligand binding within CYP active sites may be context-dependent. Some ligands may dynamically or statically sample several parts of the active site, whereas others may occupy well-defined subsites.
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An additional mechanistic complexity arises from the possibility that uncoupling may occur. Many [CYP•substrate] complexes generate superoxide anion, hydrogen peroxide, or water as the reduction products of O 2 at the expense of substrate oxidation (77) (78) (79) . As competing processes, these pathways decrease the apparent k cat for product (oxidized substrate) formation. Hutzler and coworkers recently demonstrated that the branching ratios between substrate oxidation and uncoupling could be altered by the addition of an effector (80) . Specifically, dapsone caused a decrease in the uncoupling of [CYP2C9•flurbiporfen], thus explaining the activation by dapsone of flurbiprofen metabolism. Allosteric effects on coupling are likely to be common.
Recent elegant strategies, and nearly heroic efforts, have led to the successful solubilization of several mammalian CYP isoforms by engineering the membrane binding regions (81) (82) (83) (84) (85) . Specifically, the N-terminal membrane anchor has been partially truncated, and the F-G region, thought to be a peripheral membranebinding patch, has been mutated or chimerized in several ways. The resulting soluble proteins have been crystallized and they have afforded X-ray structural models. The structures provide an obvious tool to look for mechanistic clues concerning the atypical kinetic behavior described above, so they are briefly discussed here.
First, it is useful to highlight an important relevant aspect of the crystal structure of the bacterial CYPeryF as it relates to atypical kinetics. Cupp-Vickery and coworkers provided a crystal structure of CYPeryF complexed with either androstenedione or 9-amino-phenanthrene (57) . For both, clear electron density revealed the simultaneous presence of two molecules in the active site cavity proximal to the heme. Interestingly, for both complexes, direct ligand-ligand interactions were observed, suggesting a possible contribution to positive homotropic cooperativity as noted above. Also, for both cases, only one of the bound ligands appears to be in a location that would allow metabolism (of course, the 9-aminophenanthrene forms a 6-coordiante nitrogen-liganded complex that is not expected to be metabolized, but if the exocyclic amine were not present, only one of the phenanthrene rings would be sterically accessible to the heme iron-oxo complex). In short, the structures demonstrated for the first time the possibility that two ligands could simultaneously occupy a CYP active site, although only one could be a target for oxidation with reorientation on the timescale of turnover.
The first X-ray structure of a mammalian CYP was that of rabbit CYP2C5 (86) . Perhaps the single most important conclusion resulting from this structure was that mammalian CYPs are structural homologs of the bacterial CYPs, for which a wealth of structural data already exists (87) (88) (89) (90) (91) . This was not a surprising conclusion, but its experimental validation was comforting and important. Subsequent structures of the engineered rabbit CYP2C5 have allowed for a comparison of ligand-free enzyme with complexes of diclofenac (92) or a benzenesulfonamide (DPZ) derivative (93) . This comparison reveals the likely ligand-dependent conformations of the protein in the B -C loop and the F-G loop, and it has prompted the use of induced fit models for discussing CYP dynamics. These results extend to the mammalian CYPs the notion that ligand binding alters the conformational dynamics, particularly in these regions, as expected from the bacterial structures.
In addition, the complex with DPZ suggests the possibility that the substrate binds in two different orientations, with each providing electron density in partially occupied complexes. Interestingly, neither orientation, including the one with substrate several angstroms from the heme iron and expected to yield less product, revealed water bound to the iron. Thus, the crystallographic models are at odds with solution spectroscopy, wherein addition of diclofenac or DPZ to 2C5 does not induce a high spin transition (92, 93) . Crystallographic evidence for multiple binding orientations of a single substrate has also been provided with a [CYP101• nicotine complex] (94) . Here the major substrate orientation is nonproductive, with a substrate-heme coordinate bond. Upon reduction and stabilization with CO, the nicotine orientation changes to a productive one, consistent with the metabolism of nicotine. This clearly demonstrates the complexity of simple ligand binding with CYPs.
A structure of human CYP2C9 was recently solved, and reveals a striking behavior that is particularly relevant to CYP allosterism (95) . The [CYP2C9•warfarin] complex positions warfarin in a corner of the active site, far from the heme iron, and in an orientation inconsistent with the experimentally established regiospecificity of warfarin hydroxylation (96) . Based on this complex, the authors performed docking experiments to demonstrate that there is ample room within the active site for two ligands, suggesting that productive and nonproductive binding modes may be available for any substrate, and that the relative population of these modes will change with single occupancy versus multiple occupancy, i.e., [CYP•S] versus [CYP•S•S]. For example, it is tempting to speculate that the first ligand can merely take up space, without being a good target for oxidation, as suggested by the crystal structure. Williams et al. note (see 95 for supporting information) that in their attempt to obtain a ligand-free structure they observed undefined electron density in the active site directly adjacent to the heme iron. Although they were unable to identify the species yielding this density, it demonstrates that this part of the active site is accessible to ligands, as required for metabolism. This amplifies the possible preference of warfarin to not bind near the heme iron. In this case, the bound warfarin may only occasionally sample portions of the active site closer to the heme iron. However, at higher occupancy [CYP•S•S], the second ligand is forced into more productive binding modes, thus providing a structural model for positive homotropic or positive heterotropic effects. However, it should be emphasized that warfarin does not demonstrate atypical kinetics when metabolized by CYP2C9, so this intuitive model is either incorrect or oversimplified.
A structure of CYP2B4 provides evidence for the possible contribution of conformational dynamics in atypical kinetics (97) . Owing to structural rearrangements in the B region and the F-G loops, an open conformation is captured in the crystal state and stabilized by dimerization with a second CYP2B4. In fact, the cleft is sufficiently pronounced to allow heme ligation by His-226 of the other CYP2B4 molecule of the dimer. Importantly, evidence for this dimer existing in solution as well is presented. Comparison with the CYP2C5 structures suggests a range of conformations in the B -C and F-G regions, including a significantly altered conformation with a very large solvent-exposed crevice above the heme. Speculatively, the two structures, CYP2B4 and CYP2C5, may provide benchmarks for 304 ATKINS the range of conformations accessible to any single isoform and underscore the extensive flexibility of the protein in these regions.
No structure of mammalian CYPs has revealed two ligands simultaneously bound at the active site, so these structures have not provided any direct clues about the mechanisms of atypical kinetics. In fact, a recent structure of human 2C8 reveals a nonsubstrate palmitic acid binding site that is peripheral to the active site, which could modulate catalytic properties (98) . The apparent fatty acid binding site includes determinants within the F , G , and G helices, which are contiguous with ligand-sensitive regions of other isoforms, and this site communicates with substrate binding regions. At one level, this may be taken as evidence for a true allosteric binding site remote from the heme iron and the active site per se. However, without significant rearrangement, it is not obvious that this site could accommodate hydrophobic drugs, and it is unlikely to be responsible for the heterotropic effects discussed above. Rather, it supports the importance of nonsubstrate ligand-dependent conformational effects (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) . Most recently, crystal structures of CYP3A4 have been solved, and they further complicate the existing paradigms (99, 100) . Specifically, a structure of CYP3A4 complexed with progesterone indicates that this ligand also binds at a site remote from the active site, which suggests a separate "allosteric" site (99) . Interestingly, with either progesterone at this remote site or with metyrapone coordinated to the heme iron, no dramatic ligand-induced conformational changes are evident, compared to the ligand-free CYP3A4 (99) . However, the dimensions of the active site "cavity" are significantly greater for CYP3A4 than the 2C isoforms in the immediate vicinity of the heme (100). Thus, the possibility of mulitple ligand binding within the active site remains. The available structures have not proven the central assumption of current models for mammalian CYP allosterism: multiple ligand binding within a single active site. However, collectively the available structures provide fundamentally important insights. For example, the presence of warfarin in a nonproductive binding mode that limits the space available for a second ligand on CYP2C9, if it binds, clearly demonstrates that each ligand can present new surfaces and handles to a second ligand, and direct ligand-ligand interactions can contribute, as suggested for pyrene binding to CYP3A4 (59).
CONCLUSIONS
Atypical steady-state kinetics are now commonly observed among CYPs directly involved in xenobiotic and drug metabolism for a wide range of drug structures. In the past few years, the notion that multiple ligands bind within a single active site of mammalian CYPs has evolved from an interesting speculation to a likely possibility for many CYP-drug combinations. Of the experimental approaches used to understand complex CYP kinetics, including kinetic modeling, crystallography, and spectroscopic approaches, none alone are likely to reveal the mechanism of CYP allosterism. Rather, there are likely to be multiple mechanisms spanning different combinations of CYP isoform, substrate, and effector. An understanding
